ART FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING SHOWCASE

Zy Movement Foundation x Bangkok Art and Culture Centre
August 18th - 23rd, 2020
HELLO!
HOPE EVERYONE'S STAYING HEALTHY.
Before we start, make sure you know about our CHAMPION:

Our champions are the CHILDREN with MOVEMENT DISABILITIES who have difficulties with BALANCE, TALKING, EATING, POSTURE, SPASMS and MUSCLE WEAKNESS or TIGHTNESS and the CHILDREN with AUTISM.
They are actually just DIFFERENTLY-ABLED

These children can do most of things just like everyone else in their own ways with supporting facilities aka FRIENDLY DESIGN, which should be available for all people in society regardless of age, sex, language, physically or mentally conditions.

By raising awareness with the right attitude about these children and accepting the differences of each individual will make a better change in our society and create an INCLUSIVE SOCIETY for all of us to live in.
WHAT'S IN THE SHOWCASE?
Concepts and Definitions

- To showcase the Art for Independent Living outcome, showing 10 art pieces from 10 children with movement disability, and the products from theirs.
- To empower the People with Disabilities to prove their difference ability which is able to live independently in society based on equity theory.
- To raise public awareness on Differently-abled and Independent Living.
Art Pieces and Products
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**EXHIBIT & AUCTION**

**FUNDRAISING PRODUCT**

**FUNDRAISING PRODUCT**
Art Pieces and Products
Art Pieces and Products
LEARN HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT US

The better understanding of DIFFERENTLY-ABLED and learn how to inclusively live with them will lead our community to sustainably develop towards EQUITY goal as set by United Nations. (17 SDGs)

COME EXPLORE YOUR CHANGE MAKING EXPERIENCE
August 18th – 23rd 2020
at Bangkok Art and Culture Centre, 1st Floor.

- Visit our Showcase.
- Support our Fundraising products.
- Share our stories to your friends.
- Think about your next step.

Visit our Showcase.
Support our Fundraising products.
Share our stories to your friends.
Think about your next step.
ART FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING SHOWCASE

WE NEED...

SNACKS & BEVERAGES SPONSORSHIP
50 set / day

BIDDERS TO JOIN THE AUCTION DATE
50 bidders

FIELDWORK VOLUNTEERS
5 volunteers / day

Please contact us at phone: 088 008 1329  Email: project@zmf-asia.org  www.zmf-asia.org

Bangkok Art and Culture Centre, Atrium Hall, 1st Floor
ACTIVITY
TIME

The ART PIECES & PRODUCTS will be displayed from 10 am – 7 pm. during August 18th – 23rd, 2020 at Bangkok Art and Culture Centre, Atrium Hall, 1st Floor.

YOU ARE INVITED to our 4 pm. daily highlighted activities...

ART FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING SHOWCASE
Art for Independent Living 2019

https://youtu.be/02dD96Rbx-s
CONTACT US TO...

Phone: 088 008 1329   Email: project@zmf-asia.org   www.zmf-asia.org

1. VISIT THE SHOWCASE AT BANGKOK ART AND CULTURE CENTRE
   AUGUST 18TH–23RD, 2020
   FREE On-line registration here CLICK...

2. VOLUNTEER AT THE SHOWCASE
   Become our team to support the showcase work flow,
   register NOW – August 7th, CLICK...

3. JOIN THE AUCTION
   AUGUST 23RD, 2020
   Call to reserve your seat at 088 008 1329.

Phone: 088 008 1329   Email: project@zmf-asia.org   www.zmf-asia.org
THANK YOU!

Zy Movement Foundation
Tel. 088 008 1329
Email : project@zmf-asia.org
www.zmf-asia.org
ART FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING SHOWCASE
Bangkok Art and Culture Centre, Atrium Hall, 1st Floor
August 18th – 23rd, 2020
Make your on-line registration NOW! to join our workshop & receive a gift.